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Toward a Fact-Based Standard for 
Determining Whether Programmed 

Computers are Patentable Subject 
Matter: The Scientific Wisdom of 
Alappat and Ignorance of Trovato 

James R. Good1nan, 1 Todd E. 1.Warlette,2 

Peter K. Trzyna3 

I. OVERVIEW 

A. Building on the Prior JPTOS Article 

This article builds on our previous article ''The Alappat Standard 
for Determining that Programmed Computers are Patentable Sub

ject Matter.' ' 4 In that article we elucidated the Alappat statement that 
''programming cre~tes a new machine, because a general purpose com
puter in effect becomes a special purpose computer once it is pro
grammed. " 5 Our elucidation involved a description of the science of 
what happens when a computer is programmed to reach the conclusion 
that a computer program literally makes a new machine by making an 
enormous number of.electrical connections.6 We also pointed out that 
any implementation carried out by programming a computer can also 

I James R. Goodman is a Professor of Computer Science. Cniversity of Wisconsin. ~tadison . 
.2 Todd E. ~farlette is an associate in Washington. D.C. 
3 Peter K. Trzyna is a partner at Keck. Mahin & Cate. Chicago, Illinois. 
-+ Goodman et al. ... The Alappat Standard for Detennining that Programmed Computers are 

Patentable Subject Maner." J. Pat. & Tm. Off. Soc .. 10/94. pp. 771-786. We would like tr, 
acknowledge the assistance of Robert E. Astley. Vice President for Business Development for 
Doctor Design. Inc .. 5415 Oberlin Drive. San Diego, California 92121-1716: 619-457-➔5445. We 
wouJd also like to thank IBM. Motorola. VLSI. and Michael. Besc & Friedrich for the tr k end letters 
to the Editor about our prior article which were published in J. Pat. & Tm. Of. Soc., I 9~. pp. 69-
70 and 78-80. 

5 Alappar at 1558. 
6 The number of possible machines is on the order of 216•000-000 (i.e., 1 followed by more than 5 

million zeros ►· 
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be carried out in hardware. so that premising patentability on one of 
the two makes no scientific sense. 

More specifically, our prior article chronicled how one of the first 
programmable computers. the ENIAC. was programmed with telephone 
patch cords such that the only difference between a programmable com
puter and a hard wired computer was solder; how over time, the patch 
cords were replaced with soldered wires having switches to make pro
gramming easier; eventually, the number of possible electrical connec
tions were increased but the scale of the circuitry was reduced by 
placing the circuitry on chips; but how in the end, programming is still 
making circuitry. In other words, programming a computer is just an
other way of making circuitry, and the exact same circuitry or equiv
alent circuitry; can be hard wired. We therefore concluded that the 
Alappat decision was scientifically correct. 

B. Applying the Rationale of Alappat and Our Prior JPTOS Article to In re 
Trovato8 

In this article we continue the view that a fact-based approach to 
understanding patentable subject matter is necessary for credibility. 
More specifically, the instant article analyses the scientific underpin
nings of the subsequent Trovato decision. 

I. Logic Circuits, Shifters, and Read Only Memory 

Generally, Trovato held that claims directed to a programmed 
computer9 were not patentable subject matter and distinguished the 
holding from that in Alappat as follows: 

Our result here comports with our recent decision in Alappat ( cites omitted). Al
though the claims of the inventor in Alappat were also drafted in means format, 
unlike the disclosure here, his application disclosed a specific hardware embodi
ment. There, we extensively relied upon the hardware listed in the specification, 
including arithmetic logic circuits, barrel shifters10 and a read on~v memory11 in 

7 An equivalent circuit receives the same input and produces the same output as another circuit. 
8 33 U.S.P.Q.2d 1194 (Fed. Cir. 1994). 
9 C !aim 41. for example. is directed a .. computer apparatus .... " 
l O A shifter is pan of an arithmetic logic circuit. or unit. that moves bits to the left or right. 
l 1 In our prior article we criticized the idea that patentability can be premised on the selection 

of the storage device-such as a read-only memory (ROMr--for the computer program. We stated 
the following: 

Diamond v. Bradle_v. 4S0 U.S. 381 ( 1981) can be interpreted as establishing that ROM-implemented processes 
are patentable even if the same process. computer program implemented. would not. However. at least one legal 
commentator. D. Davidson. observed the following: 
This would be silly. The ROM in Bradley could have been replaced in the computer with a volatile RA.\1 (read-
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reaching the result that the claimed invention constituted patent eligible subject 
matter (cites omitted). Specific note was also made of the combination of claimed 
elements from which the inventor fonned a machine. Id. at 1544. 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 
at l 557. As we have noted. however. a search through Trm1aro ·s application jar 
the combination of similar apparatus is unavailing. 

(Emphasis added). 
However. virtually all personal computers have ·'arithmetic logic 

circuits, barrel shifters and a read only memory,'' as a simple review 
of, say, a Motorola microprocessor data book would readily show. 12 

Even a check of the Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Engineer
ing13 would show the same. 

Arithmetic logic circuits are the heart of a computer and must be 
present for the circuitry to qualify as a digital computer. A barrel shifter. 
or a functionally equivalent circuit, is also present in any digital com
puter. All digital computers also contain a memory device, which dif
fers from ROM only in that other memory device has additional 
functionality-the ability to be written. 

Although the Trovato decision should be criticized for showing so 
little a grasp of the technology at issue that it reflects badly on the 
Federal Circuit,14 more interesting insights can be gleaned from the 
reasoning of the decision. 

Over the past year, there have been at least four Federal Circuit 
decisions involving the patentability of programmed computers: 15 In re 

wntel memory chip which looks l1ke a ROM: the software could first be read into the R.'\M. then the process 
perlonned. 
The BradleJ,· decision is indefensible from a factual. i.e .. scientific, point of view. 
Nonetheless. Trovato relies heavilv on Bradlev and looks for the existence of a ROM. 
12 See. for example, the Motorola Microprocessor Data Book MC 68HC05C3 Microprocessor. 

Microcontroiler. and Peripheral Data, Vol. 1, Motorola Inc. ( 1988), wherein at page 3-819 a block 
diagram shows the arithmetic and logic units and a read-only memory; FIG. 17 on page 3-839 
shows a barrel shifter arrangement. Apple computers use chips from Motorola. 

13 (2d Ed), (Ralston et al. Eds .. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1983) at 103-106 (discussing the 
ALU of a computer and shifters in particular at 105) and at 1264--1265 (discussing the use of 
ROMs in computers). See also. N.H.E. Weste and K. Eshraghian. Principles o_(CMOS VLSI Design, 
(Addison-Wesley 1985) p. 366 ("Barrel shifters are important elements in many microprocessor 
designs"). 

14 It is ironic that Trovaro contends that the patent applications "provide no grasp of the 
underlying physical process·' because it is clearly the panel that shows the lack of grasp. 

We have previously criticized the carelessness in the dissenting opinion in Alappat: "Actually, 
Judges Archer and Nies are mistaken. Alappat's brief makes no such statement." Goodman. et al. 
at 781. Nies authored Trovato. 

l 5 One could find the beginning of this line of cases in Arrhythmia Research Technology, Inc. 
v. Corazonix Corp. 958 f.2d 1053 (Fed. Cir. 1992), which was cited favorably in bane in In re 
Donaldson 16 F.3d l 189 (Fed. Circ. 1994). 
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...l/appat. In re Warmerdam.' 6 In re Lowry, 17 and In re Trovato. Only 
Trovato concluded that the subject matter was unpatentable, and -thus 
only Trovato had to distinguish itself from the other decisions. But they 
all involve programmed computers. One programmed computer cannot 
be patentable as a machine and another not: they are all programmed 
computers. There is no scientifically credible basis· for distinguishing 
one from another. 18 particularly with a test to determine which one is 
a machine. 19 Thus, while the attempt to make such a distinction in 
Trovato is blatantly ignorant of technical facts, no other attempt would 
be more credible. Any such attempt would result in a '' scientifically 
untenable decision,'' as we pointed out in our previous article. 

1. Paucity of Structure 

Trovato refers to "a paucity of structure disclosed in Trovato's 
specification.'' Elsewhere, Trovato states the following: 

... the specifications involved here provide no grasp of any underlying physical 
process. Although cursory references to such diverse apparatus as robots~ dynamic 
emergency exit routs and electronic maps are present, no computer architecture is 
provided, no circuit diagram is revealed, and no hardware at all receives more 
than brief mention. When questioned during oral argument before this Court. coun
sel for Trovato admitted that neither specification includes a hardware enablement 
of the claimed invention. Instead, the entire disclosure consists of flow charts and 
program code computing the least cost path from starting to goal states based upon 
the configuration space. We therefore conclude that Trovato claims nothing more 
than the process for numerical calculation. Simply stated, viewing the claims absent 
the algorithm. and as a whole. no statutory subject matter is present. 

( Emphasis added.) 

16 33 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. l994). 
17 32 F.3d 1379 (Fed. Cir. l 994). Note that Lowry was a printed matter rejection rather than a 

mathematical algorithm rejection. the holding was that a data structure in an electrical computer is 
a physical structure. and therefore implicitly that the structure is patentable subject matter under 
Sec. 101. 

18 While they are all programmed computers. one differs from another in the specific program
ming and thus the specific circuitry. This difference has to do with novelty and unobviousness. 
not with the existence of a machine. All programmed computers or hard wired computers are 
machines. and there is no factually credible way of concluding that some are and some are not. 

19 35 U.S.C. § 101 provides that .. Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, 
machine ... or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor .... '' 
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a. Circuitry is litera/(v Formed 

Trovato overlooks that programming a computer makes new cir
cuitry as a matter of fact, as detailed in our prior anicle . .:0 This comes 
about from making electrical connections in such components as 16 
Mbit ( 16 million memory cell)21---on the order of 216•000•000 distinct cir
cuits (i.e., 1 followed by more than 5 million zeros). Programming a 
computer with software makes these connections in the same way that 
programming the ENIAC with telephone patch cords makes new cir
cuitry. 

It is no wonder that in the patent applications of Trovato, '' no 
computer architecture is provided, no circuit diagram is revealed. and 
no hardware at all receives more than brief mention:' These are com
pletely unnecessary for programming a computer. and programming a 
computer inherently makes the circuitry-this is how a computer op
erates. 22 

b. Computer Architecture/Diagrams 

If Trovato can be understood to require a disclosure of computer 
architecture and hardware of the programmed computer, then the way 
to obtain a patent is to simply convert the software implementation into 
a hardware implementation of the programmed computer, obtain a pat
ent on the hardware, and show infringement under the doctrine of 
equivalents. 23 

Converting from software to hardware is routine. either with a 
ROM-burner, or one could simply use commercially available software 

20 Goodman et al.. '"The Alappat Standard for Determining that Programmed Computers are 
Patentable Subject Maner:• J. Pat. & Tm. Off. Soc .. l0/94. pp. 771-786. Note too the statement 
in Alappat that "programrrung creates a new machine. because a general purpose computer in 
effect becomes a special purpose computer once it is programmed .... •• 

21 As shown by Bakoglu in Table 4.1. See also. Bakoglu. Circuits. Interconnections. and Pack
aging for VLSI. Chapter 4.3. Random Access Memory (RAM), p. 145 (Addison-Wesley l 990). 

22 The program unambiguously defines the machine. If anyone really wanted to know the 
architecture and circuit diagrams of a particular programmable computer. they could review the 
data books for the equipment and study the registered chip mask works. 

23 In our prior article. we discussed cases finding infringement under the doctrine of equivalents 
applied to hardware'software embodiments, including The Magnavox Co. and Sanders Assoc .. Inc. 
v. Mattei. Inc .. 216 lJ.S.P.Q. 28 (N.D. Ill. 1982), Magnavox Co .. Inc. v. Chicago Dynamic Indus
tries. 201 U.S.P.Q. 25 (N.D. Ill. 1977), Decca Ltd. v. United States. 554 F.2d 1070 (1976). aJf'd 
in part. modified in pan. and rev'd in parr. 640 F.2d 1156 (Ct. Cl. 1980), cen. denied. 454 U.S. 
819 (1981), Hughes Aircraji Co. v. United States. 717 F.2d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp. 11. United States. 553 F.2d 69 (Ct. Cl. 1977), Arshai v. c.:nized Srates. 202 U.S.P.Q. 
749 (1979), modified, 621 F.2d 421 (Ct. Cl. 1980), Dynamics Corp. of America v. Cnited States, 
S Cl. Ct. 591 (1984), and IVAC Corporation v. Terumo Corp., Case No. 87•0413·8(M) (S.D. Cal. 
1989). 
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tools24 for designing circuitry based on a "disclosure [that] consists of 
flow charts and program code." For example, Synopsys, Inc.25 is one 
of many vendors of such circuit design software, and companies like 
Doctor Design, Inc.26 can do the work for you. Thus, requiring a hard
ware disclosure would be a mindless increase in the cost for a patent 
application. particularly where the best mode of the invention is a soft
ware implementation. 

c. Software/Hardware Conversion 

i. ROM-burner 

A ROM-burner is a commercially available machine used to create 
a ROM from a computer program. To make a ROM with a ROM
burner, a computer program is written and stored in the RAM of a 
computer. The stored computer program is then dumped into the ROM
burner, which then uses electricity to burn out connections and thereby 
embed the program in the ROM. Copying a computer program from a 
RAM indelibly into the ROM is just another way of storing the exact, 
same computer program. Then, one simply replaces the RAM with the 
ROM (which has the same number ofpins,27 pin spacing, and electrical 
requirements as the RAM) in a trivial process. 

If the Federal Circuit in Trovato is going to require a ROM for 
patentability-no problem. The cost to have a computer program stored 
in a ROM is about three hundred dollars, which is less than the cost 
for a small entity to file the patent application. 

ii. Circuir Design Software Tools 

Another approach is to use circuit design software tools make cir
cuitry by employing circuit modules, which can yield more efficient 
designs than those developed by merely storing the computer program 
in ROM. These modules can be simple functions, like gates. or more 
complex functions like registers, buffers, and ring counters. In the cir
cuit design software tools, these and other functions have a standard 
cell definition so that one can use cell logic to design circuitry, much 

24 Using sofu\'are tools is a largely automated process of going from the code and flow chans 
to circuit designs. The use of the software tools takes less time than manually doing schematic 
design by hand. panicularly for very large gate count devices. 

25 Synopsys. Inc .. 1505 LBJ Freeway, Suite 340. Dallas, Texas 75234: 1-800-344-0004. Syn• 
ops is products include its Behavioral Compiler and the Model Source family of products. 

26 Roben E . .-\stley. Doctor Design, Inc .. 5415 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, California 9212l· 
1716: 619-457-4545. 

27 However. the write pin on a ROM is no longer needed. 
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like one can build a house out of Lego building blocks. 28 All the stan
dard cell components are plugged together to expediently produce de
signs for circuitry having arrays with vast numbers of gates. For a 
skilled person using the software tools. a hard wired version of a com
puter program can be gracefully completed in less than a few weeks. 29 

More specifically, the conversion process begins by specifying the 
input requirements, the output requirements. and the flow chart defini
tions of the way that input would be used to generate the output.30 The 
circuit design tools use this information to produce depictions of a se
ries of digital logic gates in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) 
or in an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 

A field programmable gate array is a device which is already 
largely configured: it just needs final specifications to connect the gates. 
A FPGA is a relatively expensive device. For example. to individually 
"program" each 5,000 gate FPGA will cost several hundred dollars 
per FPGA, but it may replace several thousand dollars worth of less 
integrated hardware. 

One can replace a FPGA with an ASIC, i.e., a customized silicon 
chip. The software tools generate a chip mask work having the gates, 
and the chip mask work is used to make the chip. Initially, producing 
an ASIC is expensive, e.g., $100,000. But for a high volume, perhaps 
for some mass produced device, in the long run, it would be cost ef
fective to change from a FPGA costing several hundred dollars to an 
ASIC implementation, which then may cost several dollars per com
ponent. 

The ASIC can be inserted in place of the FPGA, which in tum 
can be inserted to replace the programmed microprocessor-all to per
f onn exactly the same functions specified by the software. 

28 The approach is an automated version of the manual approach hardware designers employing 
7400 Series logic would follow a few years ago. 

29 Robert E. Astley, referring to the services of Doctor Design, Inc. Mr. Astley 1s the United 
Kingdom equivalent of a U.S. Registered Electrical Engineer and is the Vice President of Business 
Development for Doctor Design. Inc .. 5415 Oberlin Drive, San Diego. Califonua 92121-1716: 
619--457-4545. 

30 Converting from a software implementation to a hard wired implementation is routine because 
the operations of a programmed digital electrical computer literally are switching circuitry opera
tions. and thus. are replicatable. A programmed computer operates by executing functions sequen
tially or however they are programmed within the memory of the computer. Thus. the executing 
is a purely digital and logical sequence. which can be recreated by a hard wired structure of gates 
controlled by timers. From a technical point of view. it is therefore a routine task to go from flow 
chans and code to hard wired circuitry. 
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Of course the process can be done in the reverse-that is. going 
from a hard wired implementation to a programmed implementation.31 

The process involves deriving the functions of the hardware. which can 
easily be done because every piece of hardware has specifications: A 
set of inputs. a set of outputs. a functional capability. Every aspect of 
that hardware can be generated in its equivalent flow chart form by a 
programmer working in whatever language he or she prefers. e.g., C. 
Fortran, or Pascal. In sum, one takes the specifications of the device 
and its function, and represents them in a flow chart with whatever 
timing characteristics and whatever input/output (I/0) devices are used. 
Then it is a straightforward process of writing code according to the 
specifications of the flow chart. 

In one example, converting hardware containing a field program
mable gate array ( for which there was no definition except for the way 
it was connected to the rest of the circuitry) into computer program 
code took less than two weeks. 32 

Converting a programmed computer implementation into a hard
ware implementation, or vice versa, is a routine undertaking that is not 
considered in the Trovato decision. Patentability should not be premised 
on a routine technicality ( a disclosure in hardware rather than in soft
ware). 33 

31 Although the circuitry created by the tools could be identical to the programmed circuitry, it 
probably is equivalent the circuitry. (Two different circuits that produce identical output from 
identical input are known in electrical engineering as equivalent circuits.) That is. the logical 
definition for perfonning, saY., multiplication in either hardware or software is identical. so hard 
wired circuitry must perfonn the same function as programmed circuitry. However, the hard wired 
circuitry would probably be somewhat differently structured to rerle<:t the technology employed in 
building the circuit---e.g .• if the circuit is not put on a chip. it would operate at a higher voltage, 
etc. However. the use of different but equivalent structures to performing the same functions is 
not unique to converting from software to hardware. Two circuit designers could implement the 
same function with different hard wired circuitrv. 

32 Robert E. Astley, referring to the services of Doctor Design. Inc .. 5415 Oberlin Drive. San 
Diego, California 92121•1716: 619--457--4545. 

33 Another disturbing aspe<:t of Trovato is that 35 U.S.C. 112 requires disclosing how to make 
and use the invenuon and the best mode of the invention known by the inventor at the time the 
application is filed. but § 112 does not require archite<:ture or circuit diagrams where they are not 
the best mode. From the disclosure of flow charts and code provided in the Trovato patent appli
cations. to make and use the invention requires little more than typing in the code into a program
mable digital electrical computer. Providing architecture and circuit diagrams is not the duty of the 
inventor seeking to disclose how to make and use the best mode of the invention. the requirement 
in Sec. 112. 
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C. Denying Hardware1Software Equivalence Leads to Inconsistencies and 
Scientifically Untenable Decisions.;" 

36l 

Trovato muddies the \Vater recently clarified by Alappat. fVarmer
dam. and Lowry. Because all these inventions involve programmed 
computers, no factual criteria can distinguish whic~ one is any more of 
a machine than another. It is to be expected that the attempt to do so 
in Trovato would be incomprehensible from a scientific point of view. 

As it stands today, the answer to the question of whether a pro
grammed computer is patentable subject matter as a machine depends 
on a random draw of judges on the Federal Circuit, and the random 
draw may or may not produce a factually credible decision. 

1. Warmerdam 

Consistent with the fact-based approach used by the majority in 
Alappat and detailed in our prior article, Warmerdam makes factual 
sense because it recognizes that a programmed computer is a machine.35 

In Warmerdam, method claims l-4 were unpatentable based on § 101 
because they were not limited to § 10 I subject matter. However, the 
court found patentability with the additional requirement specified in 
claim 5: 

A machine having a memory which contains data representing a bubble hierarchy 
generated by the method of any of the Claims l through 4. 

The requirement of '' a machine'' was satisfied by 

any machine (presumably including a known computer) having a memory which 
contains any data representing a bubble hierarchy determined by any of the method 
claims l-4. 36 

Thus, merely requiring that the method be carried out on a programmed 
computer was sufficient to make the invention patentable subject matter 
under Warmerdam. 

Although Warmerdam skates over any technical detail of its pat
entable subject matter reasoning, the decision inherently makes scien
tific sense. Directing the claims to a programmed computer inherently 
directs the claims to circuitry. As a matter of fact, claim 5 in Warmer
dam does require the circuitry of a '·machine.'' 

34 Actually, this is a subheading from our prior Article and our reasoning is equally applicable 
here. 

35 As a machine. it is patentable subject matter under § IO 1. 
36 Warmerdam at 1361. 
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Trovato cannot be reconciled with Warmerdam. The discussion of 
Warmerdam in Trovato is as follows: 

For the purposes of the determination of statutory subject matter, we find these 
claims scarcely distinguishable from those before the Court in its recent decision 
in In re Warmerdam (cite omitted). In Warmerdam. this Court held that claims 
reciting a method for creating a data structure which controlled the motion of 
objects did not constitute patent eligible subject matter. Citing the difficulties in 
determining the proper boundaries of the nonstatutory category of mathematical 
algorithms. Warmerdam did not proceed by employing the latter term. The court 
instead reasoned that the claimed method was nothing more than the manipulation 
of abstract ideas, rather than speaking of a mathematical algorithm. ( cite omitted). 
See also In re Alappat (cite omitted) "the Supreme Court never intended to create 
any overly broad. fourth category of subject matter [mathematical algorithms] ex
cluded from § l O I''). 
As in Warmerdam. Trovato's claims operate merely in the domain of abstract ideas. 
The methodical application of arithmetic operations to data placed within a nu
merical configuration in order to determine the least cost path through a mathe
matically structured graph amounts only to a generality or disembodied concept, 
outside the subject matter listed in § IO I. Without further application or connection 
to a technical art, we cannot say that Trovato' s claims pass muster under the al
ternative analysis of statutory subject matter expressed in Warmerdam. 

The reasoning in Trovato sidesteps what made claim 5 patentable 
in Warmerdam-the requirement of a machine ''including a known 
computer." Trovato' s claims all explicitly require this apparatus. But 
the lack of an explanation as to why a programmed computer imple
mentation is patentable subject matter in Warmerdam but not in Tro
vato, again. is perhaps not merely another technical lapse or oversight 
in judicial craftsmanship. The lack of a coherent explanation is a rev
elation that there -is no subject matter difference: both require pro
grammed computers, and thus there is no coherent way to factually 
distinguish the subject matter. 

2. Lowry 

Lowry too is consistent with Alappat and the fact-based approach 
of our prior article, but Lowry is irreconcilable with Trovato. Lowry 
involved a printed matter rejection of claims directed to a data structure 
in the memory of a programmed computer-the U.S. Patent and Trade
mark Office (PTO) contended that the claims -covered the electronic 
equivalent to printed matter. However, the Federal Circuit found that 
memory in a programmed electrical computer involves physical struc-
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ture, thereby implicitly holding that such structure is patentable subject 
matter under § 10 1. 

In our prior article. we pointed out the following: 

To better understand the physical structure of a Random Access Memory, a single 
memory cell is examined. In an illustrative example/' a J-K flip flop may be formed 
from a plurality of NANO gates (as previously discussed).38 A J-K flip flop has 
essentially two input lines. J and K. an output Q and a clock input or trigger. For 
each combination of predetermined input values along input lines J and K at the 
time that the clock signal is triggered. a predetermined electrical pathway is formed 
which corresponds to the values of each of the NANO gates contained therein. 
Thus. just as each of the individual NANO gates forms a distinct machine in 
response to predetermined input. a combination of NANO gates. in the form of a 
J-K flip-flop, will form a distinct machine in response to its input. 
A second kind of memory cell is the CMOS static memory cell which may be 
formed directly from six (6) separate transistors.39 Each of the transistors may be 
characterized as an open circuit or as a short circuit in response to the input data 
lines or '"BIT" lines. Thus, the same way that a NANO gate forms a new circuit 
based upon the A and B inputs. the CMOS static memory cell forms a new circuit 
based upon the "BIT" line inputs. 
Most memory cells, including J-K flip flops and CMOS static memory cells. in
corporate a pair of cross-coupled. self-driving circuits:'° Each circuit remains in
definitely in either of two distinct states to retain information."'1 Each RAM cell. 
through its transistors. forms one of two distinct and separate circuits. 

Lowry correctly recognized that 

... the stored data exist as a collection of bits having information about relation
ships between [ attributive data objects]. Yet this is the essence of electronic struc
ture:·~ 

Trovato does not mention Lowry, which may seem odd because 
the claims of both are explicitly directed to data structured in memory.~3 

37 An example of a memory cell is shown in Figure l0-l2(a) of Pucknell et al.. Basic VLSI 
Design Systems and Circuits. Chapter 10. Memory. Registers. and Aspects of System Timmg. p. 
220 ( Prentice-Hall l 988). 

38 The J-K flip flop as shown in Pucknell. et al. is constructed from 9 NANO gates. 
39 See Figure 4.7(a) of Bakoglu. supra. at 144. Although this section is a direct quote from our 

prior article. it may be more accurate to say that only 4 of the 6 transistors can be so characterized. 
as the other 2 transistors are used passively. 

40 Accordine:lv. lov.,n is correct as a matter of fact that a confie:uration of memorv cells is 
patentable subject matter <as a new machine): the Patent and Trademark Office view. to. the con
trary. that it is pnnted matter. is scientifically untenable. 

41 Mead et al.. Introduction to VLSI Svscems. Chapter l .14. Properties of Cross-Coupled Circuits. 
p. 26 (Addison-Wesley 1980.). 

42 Lowerv at 1583. 
43 Compare Lowery·s claim I with Trovaco·s claim 22. 
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Instead the Trovato panel states that it is unconvinced that • 'the data 
structure is a physical entity, consisting of electrical or magnetic signals 
and requiring interaction between the processing and memory appara
tus.··~ 

Unfortunately, from a factual point of view, as outlined in the 
above-quoted portion of our article, the Trovato panel is simply wrong 
as a matter of electrical engineering fact. 

Again, a memory structure cannot be patentable subject matter in 
Lowry but not in Trovato. There is no subject matter difference-both 
require memory structures in programmable computers, and thus as a 
matter of fact, both require new circuitry. 

Claim I (of Lowery) A memory for stonng data for access by an application program being executed on a data 
processing system. comprising: 
a data strttcture stored in said memof"),'. said data structure including information resident in a database used 
by said application program and including: 
a plurality of attribute data objects stored in said memory. each of said attribute data objects containing different 
information from said database; 
a single holder aMbute data object for each of said attribute data objects. each of said holder attribute data 
objects being one of said plurality of attribute data objects. a being-held relationship existing between each 
attribute data object and its holder attnbute data object. and each of said attribute data objects having a being
held relationship with only a single other annbute data object. thereby establishing a hierarchy of said plurality 
of attribute data objects: 
a referent attribute data object for at least one of said attribute data objects, said referent attribute data object 
being nonhierarchically related to a holder attribute data object for the same at least one of said attnbute data 
objects and also being one of said plurality of attribute data objects. attribute data objects for which there exist 
only holder attribute data objects being called element data objects, and attribute data obJects for which there 
JISO e:ust referent attribute data obJects being called relation data obJects; and 
an apex data object stored in said memory and having no being-held relationship with any of said aunbute data 
ob1ects. however. at least one of said attribute data objects having a being-held relationship with said apex data 
object. 
Claim 21 (of Trovato) Apparatus for detennining motion of an object [sic. the) apparatus comprising: 
a. a memory for storing a discreti=ed configuration space in the form of a configuration space data structure 
which includes a pluraiirv of' stares co"esponding ro a discreri:::ed subset of all phrsical poses oT the ob_iect in 
<J ph_v:ricai task space, the states being arranged so that each state has a plurality of neighboring states muated 
along respective permissible transition directions; 
b. means for initializing the states: 
c. means for storing goal information. corresponding to a physical goal pose. in a respective goal state: 
d. means for measuring cost of transition from each state to its neighboring states along 1he permissible directions 
according to a space variant metric fonct1on: 
e. means for propagating cost waves from the goal stare using the measuring means. the propagating means 
assigning 10 each state a cost value and a direction of travel corresponding to a least cost path from the physical 
pose corresponding 10 the sate of the physical goal pose: 
f. means for determining a series of discrete states along the path. the determining means determining the path 
states by starting at a start state corresponding to a physical state pose and following the cost and direcuon of 
travel values assigned to the start state and succeeding states: and 
g. me:ins for transforming the series into an electronic form usable by the object to follow the path. 
44 Trovato at 1198. 
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The Trovato panel seeks to distinguish the purpose of the circuitry 
from that in the other above-cited Federal Circuit cases by reasoning 
that the Trovato claims recite a mathematical algorithm.45 But as rec-.... 
ognized in Alappat, the issue posed by Congress in § 10 I is whether 
there is '"anyH machine, not whether the machine is defined by an 
algorithm. The proper test under § 10 l was articulated in Alappat: 

... the Supreme Court explained that there are three categories of subject matter 
for which one may not obtain patent protection. namely ''laws of nature, natural 
phenomena. and abstract ideas.' '46 

By this standard, Alappat and Trovato equally define patentable 
subject matter-regardless of the purpose of the circuitry or whether 
one or the other involves an algorithm ... ' As in Alappat. Trovato's 
claims are not "" a disembodied mathematical concept which may be 
characterized as an 'abstract idea,' " but are instead "a specific ma
chine. " 43 

The Trovato panel sidestepped Lowry because there is no scien
tifically credible basis to distinguish it. 

3. Summary 

Trovato cannot be credibly explained as lacking the subject matter 
in Alappat. Warmerdam, and Lowry because they all involve exactly 
the same subject matter-programmed computers. Either programmed 
computers are machines or they are not, and therefore they are patent• 
able subject matter or they are not. • 

From a factual point of view, as there is no distinction between 
hard wired circuitry and circuitry formed by setting the switches in a 
programmable computer. Every digital electrical computer uses hard
ware to different degrees, before the computer is programmed. What• 
ever is not done in ·hardware can be done in software. For example. 
although it is easy to create, multiply and divide functions in software, 
many computers use a chip or a portion of a chip to provide these same 
functions in hardware.~9 There is literally no difference between per
forming these functions either way. 

45 Trovato disputes that the claims cover an algorithm. Of course. as pointed out in our prior 
article ··it is rather common in electrical engineering to define digital circuitry functionally by the 
mathematical operation it performs. As stated by Judge Rader in his concurring opinion in Alappar. 
'Mathematics is simply a form of expression-a language.· •• 

46 A/appal at 1542. 
47 Again, Trovato disputes that the claims even involve an algorithm. 
48 Aiappat at 1557. 
49 See. for example. Motorola data books. generally. 
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As an even simpler example, consider the wiring for a light bulb. 
The same circuit is formed by either soldering wires to the light bulb 
or by soldering the wires to the light bulb via a switch turned '·on'' 
(and all the software does is turn the switch "on"). Either approach 
makes no difference to an electron floating along the circuitry. Prem
ising the patentability decision on a hardware/software distinction in
volves viewing the same circuit as patentable if the electricity comes 
directly from the wires, but unpatentable if the electricity comes from 
the wires via the switch-because the same circuitry exists in either 
approach. the attempted distinction only reflects badly on the scientific 
credibility of the patentability decision. 

Further, as to the Trovato panel's ''algorithm'' thinking, the pur
pose of the circuitry has no bearing on the existence of the circuitry. 
Put another way, it does not matter whether the illuminated light bulb 
represents the solution to a mathematical equation50 or whether the light 
bulb represents a dot produced by a rasterizer.51 in either case, circuitry 
exists. 

Trovato makes no factual sense because its reasoning fails to com
prehend what is elementary to an electrical engineer-programming a 
microprocessor is just another way of making circuitry.52 

50 This example also shows the inherent factual failing of the so-called •·Freeman-Walter
AbeJe test." 

51 Compare the claims in Alappat. 
52 Recently, in an attempt to block a patent on a programmed computer, the PTO revived the 

rejection that a programmed computer invention is inherently obvious over any generic computer. 
( Ser. No. 08/123,312) One can hardly say that a computer inherently renders obvious all possible 
computer programs. For a given moment. a 16 Mbit (16 million memory cell) capacity can form 
a number of electrical pathways on the order of 216-000-000 (i.e., l followed by more than 5 million 
zeros. a number that dwarfs the number of possibilities in In re Baird 29 U.S.P.Q.2d (Fed. Cir. 
I 994) by millions fold). Given this number of possibilities. one cannot believably contend that the 
existence of a microprocessor renders obvious all programmed settings. Otherwise all prime mun
bers. cryptography and game theory, for example, would be known, and computer science depan
ments would be all but moot. Funher, under this reasoning, no computer program could be patented 
subsequent to the development of a generic computer. 

In making circuitry to execute instructions, whether via hard wiring or via programming, de
signing the circuitry is not as difficult as knowing what instructions to execute. For example. 
aniculating and balancing every principle involved in winning a chess game is quantum more 
difficult than writing a computer program that carries out the balanced principles. 

Accordingly, programming a microprocessor is merely another way of making circuitry, and 
regardless of how the circuitry is formed, executing instructions in circuitry is usually easier than 
knowing what instructions should be executed. 
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C. Conclusion 

Our prior article elucidated the fact-based approach of Alappat to 
determining that programmed computers are patentable subject matter 
and concluded: 

The view of In re Alappat that '"programming creates a new machine. because a 
general purpose computer in: effect becomes a special purpose computer once it is 
programmed .... '' is the key to understanding how patentable subject matter re
quirements apply to computer program-related inventions. It is simply an applica
tion of the plain meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 101 to the facts. The Federal Circuit 
majority is correct in its approach. 

Applying the same fact-based approach to Trovato leads to only 
one conclusion: From a scientific point of view, Trovato is an embar
.rassment to the Federal Circuit. Virtually all personal computers have 
·'arithmetic logic circuits, barrel shifters and a read only memory,'' 
and this provides no basis for distinguishing Trovato from Alappat. But 
there is no more credible way to attempt to explain why ''programming 
creates a new machine" in Alappat53 but not in Trovato, which reveals 
the true failing of the thinking in Trovato. The subject matter is the 
same, they are both digital electrical computers, and as a matter of fact, 
regardless of whether the respective circuitry is formed by program
ming or by hard wiring, the circuitry is the same or is equivalent. There 
can be no coherent distinction because the subject matter is the same. 

As we stated in our prior article, scientifically untenable decisions 
result from not using a fact-based approach (like that used in Alappat) 
to determine patentability of programmed computers. 54 Hopefully, the 
Federal Circuit will grant the Petition for Rehearing55 in Trovato to 
restore some credibility and predictability to the law. 

53 As pointed out above. the same reasoning was inherently controlling in Warmerdam and 
Lowen:. 

54 it is indeed ironic that Trovato would conclude with the following statement: • 'The presence 
of patent eligible subject matter must always be determined upon the individual facts of each 
case." 

55 Filed January 30. 1995. 


